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LOCAL & GOVERNMENT ISSUES 
 

KRCW reports on a variety of topics this quarter.  Stories ranging from Oregon Gay 
Marriage to Portland water to Cover Oregon are some of the hot topics this quarter.     
 

 
KRCW   “New Season’s Supports GMO labeling” 07/02/14   10:00 PM    :26 
New Seasons is throwing its support behind a measure to label foods containing 
genetically modified food.  Supporters of the measure turned in more than 150,000 
signatures this afternoon to get the issue on the November ballot. The measure would 
require labeling on packaged products and on bulk and fresh agricultural products. 
Opponents of the measure say the measure is misleading and could cost small 
businesses and families. Similar measures in California and Washington failed in 2012. 
 
KRCW   “Washington Pot Licenses” 07/06/14   10:00 PM    4:03 
One of the first stores in Washington State will open in Vancouver Wednesday morning.  
They’re expecting as many as 500 people to line up outside the store Wednesday. 
While it’s legal for Oregonians to purchase marijuana in Washington, it is illegal for them 
to take it back to Oregon.   
Supplies will be limited as there are not enough licensed growers to meet the 
anticipated demand. 
 
KRCW   “VOZ Grant Denied” 07/15/14   10:00 PM    1:34 
A local immigrants’ rights group, VOZ, lost its $75,000 sponsorship from the US 
Conference of Catholic Bishops.  The problem stems from VOZ’s affiliation with a 
separate group that supports same-sex marriage rights.  The Catholic group says 
VOZ’s grant could be reinstated if VOZ cuts ties with the other organization.  VOZ is 
turning to FundMe, an internet fundraising site, to supplement the lost grant. 
 
KRCW   “Vic Atiyeh Dies”  07/20/14   10:00 PM    2:26 
Former Oregon Governor Vic Atiyeh died at the age of 91.  Atiyeh was a pillar of the 
state’s Republican Party for years.  Reporter Pat Dooris looked back on his life and 
legacy. 
 
KRCW   “Madore Columbia bridge” 07/29/14   10:00 PM    :50 
A new Columbia River bridge proposal will head to Clark County voters this year as an 
advisory vote.  The bridge would connect East Vancouver to East Portland, take 5 years 
to build, and cost $860 million.  Clark County Commissioner David Madore supports the 
new concept and says the project will be financed by gas taxes from OR and WA.   
 
KRCW   “Koch Money”  08/7/14   10:00 PM    :53 
The political Super PAC “Freedom Partners,” with ties to the conservative billionaire 
Koch brothers, has unleashed $4 million in advertising in the Portland market.  The ads 
attack incumbent Jeff Merkley for voting to raise the debt ceiling and voting against a 
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balanced budget. As a Super PAC, Freedom Partners is tax-exempt and can gather 
unlimited contributions from secret donors. 
 
KRCW   “Gang Patrols”  08/09/14   10:00 PM    1:30 
Gang violence has increased in the area and only 23-30% of the cases get solved.  
Police are responding by increasing patrols and are especially concerned about 
incidences that occur in crowded public areas, such as bars, where the most recent 
attack involved a spate of gunfire.    
 
KRCW   “PPB Ferguson” 08/14/14   10:00 PM    :39 
The conflict in Ferguson has raised concerns over the militarization of police across the 
country.  Over the last 5 years, Oregon law enforcement agencies received over 2,200 
surplus items from the military.  The most expensive were two mine resistant vehicles, 
valued at $650,000 each and given to Clackamas and Polk counties. 
 
KRCW   “Polk County Budget Trouble” 08/14/14   10:00 PM    2:54 
911 calls in Polk County are going unresolved due to severe budget cuts in Polk 
County.  In one 911 call, the operator told a caller that no deputies were on duty to 
protect the caller and her mother, who was choked and threatened with a gun by her 
husband.  The county went from 18 down to 6 deputies.   
 
KRCW   “Free MAX Rides”  08/18/14   10:00 PM    :34 
TriMet offered free MAX rides today as a gift to riders who have had to endure delays, 
construction, and even a derailment last week.   
 
KRCW  “GOP No Measures”  08/26/14   10:00 PM    0:29 
Oregon Republicans aren’t supporting any of the 5 measures set to appear on the 
November ballot.  Two of the most notable measures are cannabis legalization and 
GMO food labeling.  The only measure both parties agree on is rejecting the open 
primary proposal. 
 
KRCW   “PPS School Money” 09/02/14   10:00 PM    1:12 
For the first time in 5 years, Portland Public schools did not have to cut programs – or 
anything else – due to an increase of $27 million in the district’s coffers.  This year, the 
district added 500 new positions – including 180 teachers – and reduced class sizes.   
 
KRCW   “Local Lawmakers Reaction” 09/10/14   10:00 PM    :33 
Local lawmakers had mixed reactions to President Obama’s speech about containing 
ISIS.  WA State Senator Patty Murray wanted more clarity and assurances about long 
term security; OR Congresswoman Suzanne Bonamici reiterated that troops shall not 
be on the ground; and Monica Wehby chastised Obama’s leadership and foreign policy.  
 
KRCW   “Hillsboro Pot Vote” 09/16/2014   10:00 PM    :41 
Even though marijuana is not yet legal in Oregon, the city of Hillsboro held its first 
meeting to discuss the possibility of taxing the drug at 10%.  The statewide measure to 
legalize recreational marijuana will be on the ballot in November, but will ban local 
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governments from taxing it.  It’s possible, however, that the Hillsboro tax would be 
grandfathered in.   
 
KRCW “Climate March”    09/21/2014   10:00 PM    :40 
The People’s Climate March saw protesters in 160 countries demand tougher action 
against climate change.  Marchers took to Portland’s Waterfront Park in large numbers 
to encourage world leaders to act ahead of a 2-day summit at the UN.   
 
KRCW   “Police Brutality Verdict”   09/29/14   10:00 PM    :42 
A jury awarded Jason Cox $562,000 for police brutality.  The incident occurred in 2011 
when police punched and tased him during an arrest for suspected drunk driving.  Cox 
hopes the case will lead to the police bureau to implement body cameras.   
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HEALTH CARE ISSUES 
 

Staying healthy has become a subject of national concern for all Americans.  From 
prevention to medical breakthroughs, KRCW is committed to providing our viewers with 
information that can improve their health and live productive lifestyles. 

 
KRCW “Heat Stretch”   07/7/2014   10:00 PM    :44 
With today’s heat, if you don’t have air conditioning, you can feel it.  A/C units cost 
about $120 to $350 depending on the power you need.  Some customers called the 
heat unbearable and are looking for any way to move air around.  Many of the parks 
with full sun were empty, with people flocking to shade. 
 
 
KRCW “Multnomah County Cooling Centers”  07/13/2014   10:00 PM    :13 
With the heat returning tomorrow, cooling centers will open throughout the area.  Four 
are open through Thursday in Multnomah County.  And things are looking so hot, 
Clackamas County has canceled Community Service work crews both tomorrow and 
Tuesday. 
 
KRCW “CPR Lifesaver”   07/21/2014   10:00 PM    1:29 
A local off duty firefighter was working out at the gym when he noticed his cellphone 
app, “Pulse Point” going off.  He rushed to the parking garage and administered CPR, 
saving a man’s life.  The app was created by a non-profit group and is designed to alert 
users when people nearby need emergency assistance.   
 
KRCW “VA Roseburg ”   07/30/2014   10:00 PM    1:26 
New revelations about the Roseburg VA hospital indicates that employees were asked 
to lie about patient wait times.  The facility serves 62,000 veterans.  The audit shows the 
VA center in White City and Portland were also falsifying wait times.  The problem is so 
severe that congress is expected to pass a bill that would give money to veterans to 
seek care outside the VA system.   
 
KRCW “Ebola Patient Sunday”   08/3/2014   10:00 PM    :39 
The first person ever treated in the US for Ebola, American doctor Kent Brantly, is 
responding well to early treatments.  Brantly began receiving experimental treatment 
while he was still in quarantine in Liberia.   
 
KRCW “Cancer Ride”   08/10/2014   10:00 PM    1:03 
The 4K Cancer group made its way to Washington Park this weekend.  The group, 
made up of college-aged students, spends the summer riding their bikes from Maryland 
and finishing in the Northwest.  Fifteen teams are expected to raise over $1 million.  
Tragically, one 24-year-old rider was struck and killed by a truck while changing a tire in 
Kentucky.  Her story sparked an outpouring of support on social media.   
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KRCW “DEA Prescriptions Changes”   08/22/2014   10:00 PM    :43 
New federal rules will make it harder to get hydrocodone drugs like Vicodin, which are 
the most prescribed drugs in America.  Deaths attributed to the drugs have risen 23% 
from 2012 to 2013.  The new rules will require patients to see their doctors for refills 
every three months and keep the drugs locked in vaults at drugstores.   
 
KRCW “Flesh Eating Bacteria”   08/28/2014   10:00 PM    :51 
A local couple was beset with bad luck twice when both developed separate straings of 
necrotizing fasciitis, or “flesh eating bacteria.”  The couple was already going through 
financial hardship before they developed the infections and are hoping the community 
will help with donations. 
 
KRCW “UO Jell-O Shots”   09/04/2014   10:00 PM    3:12 
The University of Oregon is coming under fire for licensing its logo on what some are 
calling Jell-O shot molds.  Critics point out that the molds with the UO logo violate the 
school’s own policy, which aims to reduce drinking.  Not everyone sees the problem, 
saying the molds aren’t necessarily used exclusively for making Jell-O shots. 
 
KRCW “Kids Virus”    09/08/2014   10:00 PM    :42 
A virus known as Enterovirus-68 is spreading across the Midwest and could make its 
way to Oregon.  So far no cases have been reported in the state, but local health 
experts are monitoring the outbreak closely.  Symptoms are similar to a cold, but 
children with asthma are particularly at risk.   
 
KRCW “Uninsured Oregonians”    09/18/2014   10:00 PM    :26 
New figures from OHSU show the number of uninsured Oregonians dropped 
dramatically since the new national healthcare reforms took effect.  The number of 
uninsured went from 550,000 to 202,000, meaning 95% of Oregonians are now 
covered. 
 
KRCW “Injury Prevention Clinic”    09/27/2014   10:00 PM    :37 
A sports medicine doctor spent time with young athletes to teach them how to prevent 
common sports injuries, such as ACL tears.  There are 45,000 yearly ACL injuries in 
girls alone.  Injuries can leave athletes unable to play for months. 
 
KRCW   “Medical Marijuana”   09/30/14   10:00 PM    :30 
In a few weeks, Oregonians will decide whether to legalize marijuana for recreational 
use.  Those in the medical marijuana community are watching closely for the impacts 
recreational legalization would have on them.  Medical marijuana is grown in small 
quantities to maintain quality for patients and some are worried about how Measure 91 
will affect growers and their practices.   
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YOUR MONEY, YOUR BUSINESS: CONSUMER ISSUES AND ECONOMIC CRISIS 
 

KRCW keeps a close watch on economic developments and informs viewers of 
consumer issues to aid them in making wise spending decisions. 

 
 

KRCW “T-Mobile Billed for Bogus Charges” 07/01/2014   10:00 PM    :25 
The FTC filed a suit against T-Mobile accusing the company of making hundreds of 
millions of dollars through bogus charges.  The agency says T-Mobile billed people for 
subscriptions to "premium texts,” – such as horoscopes – they never authorized. 
The company allegedly collected as much as 40% of the charges after learning it was a 
scam. The FTC says it also made it difficult for people to discover the charges.  
 
KRCW “Sherman Shoes” 07/8/2014   10:00 PM    2:18 
Reporter Cathy Marshall interviewed Seattle Seahawks player Richard Sherman about 
the process of creating a new Nike shoe.  The shoes will be a new style of cleats that 
will cost $250 and are expected to be worn by players beginning in the fall.    
 
 
KRCW “Unit 8: Moving Missing Stuff” 07/16/2014   10:00 PM    1:10 
A Vancouver woman, who moved from Oklahoma in early June, has waited over a 
month for her belongings to arrive.  Trans United Moving, based in Florida, has not 
returned her calls and she turned to KGW’s Unit 8 for help.  KGW got in touch with the 
company, who said her belongings were in process of moving and should arrive in 3-4 
days.  KGW and Unit 8 plan to follow-up with Trans United if and when her belongings 
are delivered.  
 

 

KRCW “Apple Patent”  07/22/2014   10:00 PM    :20 
A new Apple patent reveals the company will be releasing a watch called “iTime.”  The 
watch will connect to computers, tablets, and smartphones.  It will allow users to check 
e-mail and texts.  No release date has been announced.   
 

KRCW “No Uber in Portland”  07/24/2014   10:00 PM    :51 
The popular taxi-like service Uber launched today in Salem and Eugene.  Portland city 
regulators rejected a call to change the rules to allow Uber to operate in the city.  The 
board that advises the city on these types of decisions is made up of quite a few taxi 
and limo drivers, which some say is a conflict of interest.   
 

KRCW “VT Store Panhandlers” 07/28/2014   10:00 PM    :56 
A local business owner says aggressive panhandlers are ruining his business.  He says 
the panhandlers are begging for money in the parking lot – sometimes before potential 
customers even leave their vehicles.  Some have even been sleeping in parking lot and 
the store owner says his business is losing money with every passing month. 
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KRCW “Female Assistant”  08/5/2014   10:00 PM    :27 
The San Antonio Spurs hired former WNBA star Becky Hammon as assistant coach, 
the first time the NBA has hired a female assistant.   
 
KRCW “Intel Hillsboro Money”    08/11/2014   10:00 PM    :50 
A deal between Hillsboro and Intel could result in $100 billion of investment into 
Washington County.  The agreement’s purpose is equipment replacement and retaining 
the company’s 17,000 Hillsboro employees.  Residents can weigh in later in the month 
before the deal gets approved.   
 

KRCW “Legal Pot Drink”    08/21/2014   10:00 PM    1:31 
A local entrepreneur noticed a gap in Washington State’s legal cannabis market and 
hopes to fill it with his company’s marijuana-infused soda and coffee.  The drinks will go 
on sale Monday in 8 of the state’s 22 licensed marijuana stores, but sales online are on 
hold pending state approval.   
 
KRCW “Instacart”    08/26/2014   10:00 PM    :41 
Portland became the 13th city in the country to get Instacart, which puts a new twist on 
grocery delivery.  Unlike other services, Instacart will buy your groceries from different 
stores and have them delivered within an hour.  The company said Portland had the 
highest demand for the service as a percentage of the population than any other city. 
 
KRCW “Cowlitz Credit Card Fraud”    08/26/2014   10:00 PM    1:58 
Cowlitz County deputies are seeking the public’s help tracking down perpetrators of one 
of the biggest cases of credit card fraud they’ve seen.  The thieves used a skimming 
device to steal card numbers from a Kelso gas station.  Victims were shocked that the 
crime would happen in such a rural area.   
 
KRCW “Wine Grapes Early Harvest”    09/07/2014   10:00 PM    2:36 
The 2014 wine grape harvest is coming sooner than ever across the Willamette Valley, 
raising hopes that this could be the best year ever for Oregon wine.  One farmer 
normally trims his vines once or twice a year, but this year he’s already trimmed 4 times.  
The challenge now is picking all the grapes before the rain arrives.  
 
KRCW “Cabela’s Economic Impact”    09/17/2014   10:00 PM    :51 
A new 100,000 square foot Cabela’s outdoor store is opening tomorrow in Tualatin.  
Fans of the store are already camped out, some of 1 million customers expected to visit 
the store in the first year.  The mayor expects nearly 2000 jobs to be created in the 
shopping center anchored by Cabela’s. 
  
KRCW “Forever Young Complaint”    09/22/2014   10:00 PM    :51 
The Oregon Attorney General is suing Forever Young, a medical spa company, after 
the company went out of business, but did not refund customers for undelivered 
services.  The company also allegedly made misleading claims about weight loss and 
permanent hair loss.   
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KRCW “Forever Young Complaint”    09/29/2014   10:00 PM    :19 
Grocery store chain Albertsons announced a data breach that affected stores in Oregon 
and Washington.  The company says software was installed on their network that could 
have captured customers’ names, account numbers, and expiration dates.  This is the 
company’s second breach in as many months.   
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 
 
KRCW covers a variety of environmental topics as we keep our viewers informed of 
health and safety issues in their home environments, wildlife and their habitats, energy 
conservation and energy alternatives, pollution, all the way to issues with our global 
environment. 
 
 
KRCW   “Crows and Facial Recognition”   07/03/14   10:00 PM    :42 
A researcher at the University of Washington is looking into the unique behavior of 
crows. Previous observations showed that when a crow finds a dead crow, it calls other 
birds to the scene. They fly around for 20 minutes then leave.  Researcher Kaeli Swift is 
taking that a step further. In her experiment, a volunteer wore a scary mask, and held a 
dead crow in her hand. Today, the volunteer is back with only the mask – no dead crow. 
– but the birds remember. They say that means--the crows associate the scary mask 
with the dead crow they saw there.   
 
KRCW   “Coast Jellyfish”   07/08/14   10:00 PM    :27 
Sea creatures are piling up along Oregon's beaches.  They're called "wind sailors"-- and 
they're a cousin to the jellyfish. Oregon's Department of Fish and Wildlife says ocean 
and wind conditions came together just right to cause the massive beaching.  The 
Department of Fish and Wildlife says we see a mass stranding like this about once 
every 5 years. 
 
KRCW   “Blue Lake Sickness”   07/14/14   10:00 PM    1:22 
After visiting Blue Lake, more than a dozen people got sick in the span of 18-hours.  
Multnomah County does not yet know the cause, so they are keeping the beach closed.  
A few years ago, the lake was closed due to high levels of algae.   
 

KRCW   “Cougar on Cam”   07/23/14   10:00 PM    :44 
A Hillsboro park stayed closed all day because of three cougar sightings, including one 
caught on camera by a KGW photographer.  The sightings forced a local high school 
cross country team to move their practice to another location.   
 
KRCW   “Fire & Climate Change”   07/27/14   10:00 PM    1:41 
This year has been one of the worst fire seasons on record in the Northwest.  Part of 
the problem is that fires are burning hotter and the wildfire season is lasting longer than 
they did just 10 to 15 years ago.   Wildfire budgets are based on the past 10 year 
averages, but due to the increasing severity, the budgets have been underestimated for 
8 of the last 10 years.   
 
KRCW   “California Mudslide”   08/4/14   10:00 PM    :48 
Intense rain caused a large mudslide in California, leaving hundreds stranded.  
Boulders the size of cars blocked the only road into Forest Falls.  Thirty one homes 
were buried and crews said it could take three days to get the roads reopened.   
 
KRCW   “Lightning Fire Danger”   08/12/14   10:00 PM    :39 
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A round of intense storms caused several wildfires around the state.  The Department of 
Forestry tracked lightning strikes around the state and sent a crew each time a strike 
was detected.  They say early containment is the key.   
 
KRCW   “Garbage Island”   08/17/14   10:00 PM    :48 
A California research team is back from the “Great Pacific Garbage Patch,” one of five 
garbage patches – and this one is double the size of Texas.  The researchers are 
studying how the debris is making its way into the food chain, as fish and other wildlife 
ingest the trash.   
 
KRCW   “Earthquake Preparedness”   08/25/14   10:00 PM    :48 
The Pacific Northwest is due for a large earthquake at any time.  Experts say the 
earthquake itself is not deadly, but insecure buildings and objects are.  They say many 
area residents’ homes are not adequately prepared for a large quake.   
 
KRCW   “Bear Attacks Man”   09/5/14   10:00 PM    :52 
A man was attacked by a bear west of Longview on Monday.  The man was bow 
hunting when he came upon a bear cub.  Soon after, a much larger bear, possibly the 
mother, charged after him and forced him to climb up a tree.  The bear attacked his leg 
as he was climbing. 
 
KRCW   “Day Fire Patrol”   09/12/14   10:00 PM    :29 
The hot, dry weather we have been experiencing is keeping the wildfire risk at critical 
levels.  Firefighters have responded to 34 fires today alone.  Most of the area is under a 
burn ban, which means no outdoor fires, although people in Portland are permitted to 
use their grills, but urged to be careful.   
 
KRCW   “Willamette River Warning”   09/16/14   10:00 PM    1:40 
State health officials are warning that a bloom of potentially harmful scum is floating 
along the Willamette River.  The scum has not yet been identified and officials say even 
boiling the water does not reduce toxicity of scum and algae – in fact, it can make it 
worse.   
 
KRCW   “Bald Eagle Rescue”   09/23/14   10:00 PM    :45 
A Vancouver, BC fisherman saw a bald eagle struggling to swim near his boat.  He then 
realized the bird was sick and called a volunteer who flew it to a rescue center.  Experts 
say the bird likely picked up a fish that was a little too big and is battling an infection.   
 
KRCW   “Clean Rivers Rally”   09/28/14   10:00 PM    :24 
Dozens of people took to the streets of downtown Portland today to bring attention to 
the cleanliness of the Willamette River.  They claim water and sediments have been 
contaminated by hazardous material that is harmful to people and the environment.  
They hope cleanup will bring jobs to lower-income residents.   
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FAMILY AND EDUCATION ISSUES  
 

KRCW continues its focus on families and education with reports on the rising cost of 
college, happenings at the Oregon Zoo, Fleet Week and firework safety. 

 
KRCW   “Fort Vancouver Fireworks” 07/04/14   10:00 PM    1:16 
Thirty to forty thousand people are expected to watch the Fort Vancouver fireworks 
show this holiday.  Some traveled quite far to see the show, which is the biggest west of 
the Mississippi River.   
 
KRCW   “George Fox University Student” 07/12/14   10:00 PM    :25 
A transgender student at George Fox University was prevented from living with other 
men on campus.  The student filed\ a complaint against the university, but the claim was 
denied because the university has a religious exemption.  The university offered the 
student a single apartment, but the student says this isn’t good enough; that he should 
be given the same treatment as all the other students.  The student plans to live off 
campus this fall while fighting the university’s decision.   
 
KRCW   “Mom heroin arrest”  07/18/14   10:00 PM    :20 
Portland police busted a mother who they say was found injecting heroin while her child 
was in the car.  According to officers, Adrianna Vandehey was parked near Southwest 
Fourth Avenue and Harrison Street just after one when they saw her shooting up. She 
was arrested on "Heroin Possession" and "Reckless Endangerment" charges. The child 
is in good health and was taken into protective custody. 
 
KRCW   “Sand in the City”  07/20/14   10:00 PM    :19 
Artists filled Pioneer Courthouse Square with beautiful sand sculptures this weekend as 
part of the Sand in the City Expo.  There were turtles, dragons, superheroes, even cats.  
 
KRCW   “MLS All Stars Crowds”  05/16/14   10:00 PM    :39 
Live music, displays, and a soccer field greeted fans at Pioneer Courthouse Square as 
Portland gears up to host the MLS All Star Game.  There are more activities to enjoy 
around town leading up to Wednesday’s game.   
 
KRCW   “Mom Problems” 08/6/14   10:00 PM    1:46 
In light of a recent wave of troubling stories related to parenting, reporter Erica 
Heartquist talked to mothers around town about the pressures to be a perfect parent.  
Some mothers feel that asking for help will portray them in a negative light.  One expert 
advises mothers to reach out to family and friends to express the difficulties and 
frustrations rather than holding it all in.   
 
KRCW   “Scrabble Winner” 08/13/14   10:00 PM    1:31 
A man from Portland beat the “Michael Jordan of Scrabble” and 524 other competitors 
at the 5-day National Scrabble Championship.  The winner received $10,000 for his 
victory. 
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KRCW   “Reynolds Open House”  08/14/14   10:00 PM    2:13 
Reynolds High School is holding a special open house to welcome students back to 
school after a shooting on the last day of school last year.  The school has an updated 
security system and remodeled gym lobby and locker rooms where the shootings 
occurred.   
 
KRCW   “Crestline Back to School” 08/20/14   10:00 PM    :39 
Crestline Elementary school has been rebuilt and is nearly ready to welcome students 
again.  The school was destroyed by an arsonist in February 2013 
 
KRCW   “Labor Day Events” 08/29/14   10:00 PM    :46 
There are several ways to spend the Labor Day weekend in the state.  Salem is 
preparing for big crowds at the Oregon State Fair and many campgrounds are full.  The 
football season also starts in Eugene.  In Portland, the LPGA tour is in town for the 
“Portland Classic,” which can also be seen on TV. 
 
KRCW   “Back to School Eve” 09/1/14   10:00 PM    6:00 
Schools from Salem to Portland, Beaverton to Tillamook and many more are set for the 
first day of school tomorrow.  Reporter Katherine Cook caught up with students and 
parents who are spending their last night of summer vacation preparing and getting 
back into their routines.   

 
KRCW   “High School Domestic Violence” 09/09/14   10:00 PM    3:45 
In the wake of recent domestic violence cases in major league sports, a local high 
school is taking the opportunity to use the stories to educate.  Coaches had a 
conversation with students about the impact of domestic violence and how to leave the 
aggressive nature of sports play on the field and manage emotions.   
 
KRCW   “Battle Ground Investigation” 09/15/14   10:00 PM    :27 
Parents of children who attend school in the Battle Ground district received a robocall or 
e-mail warning them of an unauthorized bus offering rides to students.  There are no 
reports of students getting on the bus, but the district is investigating.   
 
KRCW “Clackamas Porn Coach”    09/25/2014   10:00 PM    :55 
A former Clackamas County wresting and football coach appeared in court today 
accused of sexual abuse.  He’s charged with abusing several boys when they were 
middle school students at various times between 1998 and 2005.  Initially, investigators 
in Puyallup discovered thousands of pictures and videos of child pornography on his 
computer.   
 
KRCW “Special Olympics”    09/27/2014   10:00 PM    :22 
Nike hosted the 8th annual youth games with the Oregon Special Olympics.  More than 
500 kids and their families registered to attend the 5-day program to compete in track 
and field, basketball, golf, and soccer.   
 


